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Figure 4: Classification performance of (a) the 
original classifier trained of 9 existing network 
applications; (b) updated classifier of 9 existing 
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The dataset chosen for evaluation is selected 
from the “ISCX VPN-nonVPN dataset” 
(ISCXVPN2016) [3]. A total of 206,688 packets, 
including applications, such as Skype, Youtube, 
Vimeo, etc., are extracted from the dataset.
We use recall and precision as the performance







TP: # of true positive instances properly classified as X. 
FP: # of false positive instances classified as X incorrectly.
TN: # of true negative instances properly classified as X.
FN: # of false negative instances classified as not X incorrectly.
Network traffic classification is 
essential in access networks for 
end-to-end network management 
and measurement. State-of-the-
art Deep Learning (DL) based 
classifiers, e.g., Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) based 
packet classifier in Fig.1(a), have 
high accuracy as a data-driven 
approach, where a classification 
result can be given with an input 
packet [1]. Such classifiers would 
need to be updated when a new 
application is in the network 
traffic. However, it is challenging 
to build and label a dataset of the 
new application from active 
network traffic. To tackle the 
issues, we design an autonomous 




To allow the autonomous model
update, we propose to 
• Filter the data packets of a 
new application from active 
network traffic and build a 
corresponding training dataset.
• Update the current traffic 
classifier and evaluate the 
update scheme with an open 
dataset.
Autonomous Classifier Update Scheme
Dataset and Metrics
Figure 1(a): The proposed CNN-based packet classifier
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Figure 1(b): Convolution operation
Figure 1(c): Activation function (ReLU)
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Convolution: Activation:
Fully connected (dense) layer: Softmax layer:
Preliminary – CNN-based Packet Classifier
















The confusion matrix illustrated in Fig. 4 
demonstrates that the proposed scheme 
updates the original model successfully. It 
enables the model to classify the packets from 
a new application with an average recall close 
to 95.1% and an average precision as 95.03%.
With the observation shown in Fig. 2 that confidence scores of the packets from the new 
application are usually lower than those of the known applications in the database, we 
propose an autonomous classifier update scheme shown in Fig. 3 which can be 
summarized as follows.
• Obtain confidence scores s* from the Softmax layer in the DL-based classifier.
• Filter A uses a threshold    to filter the left part as the packets of the new application.
• Use packets in the old dataset and the filtered packets in filter A to train a binary
classifier as filter B, which is capable of filtering a packet from the new application 
among the packets whose confidence scores locates on the right side of the    .
• Refresh the database with the packets filtered by both filter A and filter B by labeling 
them as the packets of the new application.
• Update the original classifier with the refreshed database through transfer learning, 
where the original parameters are kept but the sizes of the last fully-connected layer 
and the Softmax layer are modified.
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